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CANTOR rilrTrr LACAN (r)

Nathalie Charraud

With Lzcan Cantor's entire entelprise finds a new validation in a

perspective that he was not without having some presentiment of as he

turncd to Theology, Philosophy or Physics.l For what he constantly
testified to was that the new knowledge that he had elaborated concemed
a. rcal. But which one?

'Ihis is where I.zicar,and Cantor converye. If the theory of infnite see never

intercsted physiciss or biologiss, as Canior would have wishd l-acaayby cmrtras!

sau' in it a corriunaion widl his own attempts at forrnallsation What Cantor was

searching for conve{ges with a point ofI-andsndocuine which can be s'-urnned up

a.s follows: Lqgic and lvtathernatics are the on]y mears widr urhidr we can

apprehend the real of struch:re, including the stnrcnue of the subiect with which

psr,choanalysis is cmrcerrred' From this we can r:ndesand the growing

attributed to lrdathenutics byl-acanin the @uxse ofhis teaching.

i\fter game theory and some elementary algebraic structures, it is

first upon the topology of surfaces, ther,, in the last years, on the theory of
knots, thatLacartattempted to found a theory of the subject.

It is during his 'topological' period (1961-7973) that Lacart makes
(lantor a privileged interlocutor. Cantor's mathematics carulot be reduced
to thc function of providing models for formalisation. Through the real of
thc structure with which they are concemed, they allow the tie between
truth and structure to be displaced into psychoanalysis and tightened.

The sttucturets vein
(-antor's decision to debate with theologians glves us a nice example of
the blindness of the Master seduced by the scientist, for what was at stake

rvas nothing less than the place of God. His interlocutors, high-ranking

officials in the Vatican hierarchy, firrlly gave in without havrng perceived

in u'hich slippery terrain the new theory of the transfinites could drag
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them: that, pushed back beyond the transfinites, the place of God
becomes inconsistent.3 We will see that it is impossible, following Lacan,s
Io.gic, to situate the Name-of -The-Father at that place.

(,antor developed his question about the One of the set with
phil<>sophers. It is the very question that Lacart took up during his 1971-
1972 Seminar, hammering away the formulaY a d'lUn while stressing its
crucial importance for psychoanalysis.a

i\fter a[ what is there of the real behhd or:r idea of the continuurn,
bchind the paradox of the geomeuic conception of the point 

- 
that g;ezrt

crufarrxa rvhich ogated Cantor all his life 
- 

the effects of which we find in the
dialcctic between desire andjouissann as developed by I-acannl972-T.5

'I'he place of the Name-of-The-Father (unsettled by the discovery of
the transfinites), the stahrs of the One and the being of the subiect, the
dialectic between desire ard jouissance (linked to the continuum), the
accessibiliry 

- 
or not 

- 
of a limit 

- 
hsls is the real touched by the

Cantorian advances, the real that Cantor himself was unable to elucidate.
,\lthough that real is relevant to numerous contemporary discourses, it is
via the method internal to psychoanalyttc discourse that Lacan took up
thcse cluestions and elicited the rapport that exists between the truth of
thc subiect and the mathematical stnrcture, to the point of assimilating the
(,antorian breakthrough to a new cugitl.

[{ence, not only is the work of Cantor suggestive for psychoanalysts
but it also follows the vein of a stflrchrre from which we will try to extract
thc main elements.

Tran sfrini te and rcpeti tion
'l'hc quantic formulae ate very powerfirl means with which to explain the
or-crall phenomena of the psychoanalyic experience in which phallic
signification is everywhere present but equalty so the not-all. The latter
conccms subjects beyond the question of their sex, just as phallic signification
and the Name-of-The-Father govem signifrcation to both sexes. From what
',ve havc been able to extract from the structure of the transfinites, it seems

cspcdicnt to use them as mathemes where'not-all'appears.u
In this way Lacarr identifies the fundamental structure of repetition

in the succession of ordinals, in the impossibility of a natural. end point,
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cither through a limit or arr encompassement.T On the one hand there is

indcfinite repetition, for a rr:rar', in his attempt to exhaust the feminine

not-all; and on the other, the repetition of the demand 
- 

severed from
the need or a precise desire 

- 
which becomes an unconditional demand

For l<>ve that has no natural end point, but rather turns around a

nothingness.s
'I'o illustrate the necessary repetition uis-i-uis the feminine not-all, let

us conflront the opacity of the following sentence from LEtourdit "the
support of the two to make them two that this not-all seenrs to give to us

is an illusion. But the repetition which, in surrl is the transfinite, shows

that it is a question of an inaccessible from which, the enumerable being

surc, the reduction becomes so also".e

;\fter having delineated the 'men' side of the sexuation formulae and

made the difference with the not-all of the 'women' side, Lacan puts us on

guard against the illusion that this would make two, that there would be a

One lun LInf, the dream of love that would unite those t'wo. Indeed to

attain that not-all of the feminine Other, one needs the transfinite of
repctition 

- 
which shows that this trvo is itself inaccessible.lo

As regards the unavoidable reduction grounded on the fact that, as

spcaking beings, we are of the order of the enumerable and even of the

finite, Lacan's effort was to direct this reduction in such a way that it
rvould conceal the structure as litde as possible. Man's symptoms, mixture
r>f clumsiness and 'nice litde touches' to fend off the feminine not-all, are

as many examples of reductions that one can point to in experience and

these are evoked by Lacan in order to oppose them with "the logic which
rer-cals itself in therrq and into which my pretension is to break him ir1".11

Lct's follow Lacan in the direction of such a logic which has the

ambition to touch upon another rock than that of castration: the real of
the structure.

"Why would this real not be the number 
- 

bare and raw after all 
-

that language caffLes anyway?"12

We draw a double lesson from that real so cast in mathematics, in
numbers in particular. Besides the inaccessibility of the two which, in this

rvav, Founds the sexual non-rapport, the repetition of the demand finds its
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sourcc in the fact that since Cantor the enumerable takes us to the
transfinite, hence to the inaccessible:
"[ Ience what is uttered through Cantor,s saying is that the suite of
numbers represents nothing other in the transfinite than the inaccessibfity
rvhich starts with nvo, through which the enumerable is constiruted at
infiniry".13

'l'he correct reduction 
- 

that which, revealing the structure, could
alsr> gfve cause to hope for its modification in the analytical expedsnss _
cann()t be satisfied with numbers as they always b.irrg us back inexorably
t<>rvards the infinite. This is why Lacat tumed to topologl; and it is on the
basis of closed and Iimited topological surfacgsla 

- 
elaborated throughout

1 dozcn years 
- 

that he will situate repetition and, therefore, what
presents itself as transfrnite.

We will only focus on the surface of the torus (which, to give an
idea, has the form of an inner tube), as the other topological constructions
d<> n<>t directly concenl the repetition of demand:
"A torus, as I showed ten years ago to people tryrng to lock me in with
their own contraband, is the structure of neurosis in so far as desire can,
through the indefrnitely enumerable repetition of demand, close itself in
rrv<> Ioops".ls

Let's pose as an axiom that the aim of the operation is to transform
the t6rus 

- 
structure of neurosis _ into a Mobius st ip _ structure of

thc subject 
- 

by means of a closed cut. A cut is defined by the number of
rounds made around the central axis of the torus 

- 
called rounds of

desire 
- 

and by the number of rounds around the intemal circular axis _
callcd rounds of demand. From a strictly topological point of view one
round of demand and two of desire suffice to obtain a Mobius strip; the
numbcr of rounds of demand can be bigger but has to be an odd number
in order to obtain a strip with only one edge and one single side (i.e. a
I\{(ibius strip with more than one torsion).

The fact that one round of demand can suffice providirs it
uncoils on two rounds of desire 

- 
b.i"S us to the cnrx of the matter in

that, clinically speaking, 'one round' of demand does not exist; on the
contra{, demand is characterised by its enumerability and by the fact that
it ncvcr closes itself in one go. The passage from the torus to the Mobius
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stnp therefore gets complicated by the transfinite of the demand that has

to be combined with the double round of desire 
- 

which has no reason

to multiply itself as its foity is marked by the central hole: "But if, as our
first figuration of the cut that transforms a torus into a Mobius strip
ensures, one demand suffices, a demand that, being enumerable, can
repcat itself, then, one might equally say that the demand only gets

combined with the double round on which the strip is founded, by

srounding itself upon the (Cantorian) transfinite".l6

Until then the inaccessible resolution of the demand was conjugated
rvith the 'quantitative' feature of the transfinite. The demand is also

'transfinite' because its not-all does not only apply to this a-pdori
unachievable repetition but also to each particular demand. Each of them
is markcd by the not-all because the rotrnd of demand does not exist, does

not close individually on itself: repetition is never repetition of the
idcntical hence each of its occurrences is coined transfrnitely.
(-r>nscquently 'one' round of the demand does not exist as a countable

unit: "l insist the round in itself is not countable; being repetitive it does

not close anything, it is neither spoken nor to be said i.e. without
prop<>sitron".17

I Ience, the demand, 'transfinite' in its repetition from the beginning,
is therefore clearly qualitatively transfinite. That is the drive(n) dimension
of the demand, outside the signifier ('without proposition). If one wants
to 'count' the rounds of the demand despite the existence of the

individual round, it is 'required' that the transfinite and this one be odd
(rvhich is permitted by the transfinite arithmetic):
"Nevertheless the strip can only be constituted if the rounds of demand
am()unt to an odd number. The transfinite remains exigible because

nothing can be counted in the transfinite, as v/e have put it, without the

cut closing upi and the transfinite of what is said W dit transfinl is
sulrurroned, like God himself (whom we know to be quite hrppy with it),
to be odd".r8

'l'he question of the end of analysis as it is approached in this

exccrpt from LEtourdit, rests on the accessibfiry or not of the closure of
thc cut. That an odd transfrnite, written 2a*7, be 'accessible'gives an idea

of a ccrtain direction to the end of analysis via the mastery of the last
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round of the demand that closes the cut to transform the torus into a
ribbon. This last round is crucial for the ribbon to be Moebian; it is this
last r<>und conjugated to the two rounds of desire regulated by
intcrpretation, which allows the closure of a conclusion: the rcahzatton of
thc subject in its divisio but with the plasticity of knowing that the

verso is in N{oebian continuity with the recto.2o

The continuum and iouissance
Thc year that saw the publication of LEtourdit is also that of Seminar

Ijncore (1973) where Lacan spoke about love and jouissance. The latter ever

since l,acan took it into consideration in 1960, is characterised by its
'infinitude'.2r One could therefore expect that, in one way or another, the

transfinites that Lacar. had at hand 
- 

as shown rn LEtourdit 
- 

would
find their role in that seminar to approach joaissance. And even more so as

wc stressed the 'not-dl' aspect appearing in the 'naive' theory of the

transfinites which could therefore ansvrer the not-all of feminine jouissance.
'l'hc fact that it is not the case poses the question of knowing why Lacan

rcfused himself what was however seductive to the imagination: an

analcrgy between the transfinites and feminineTb uis sance.

f'his analory could not go as fx as a correspondence between the

'transfinites'which are inconsistent as a whole, and therefore inexistant as

a set, and femininejouissance which, on the contrary, exists with the status

r>f a substance. As a matter of fact, although the choice for the path of
mathcmes and topology is rather opposed to the propensity to ontologlr

characteristic in Philosophy,Lacan will, first, pose the notion of jouissance-

substance in order to talk tbout jouissance. The concept of substance seems

nccessary to pass to a matheme afterrrards.z

I'his is how the jouissanee-substance of the body comes to complete

thc thinking substance lsubstance pensantfl and the extended substance

l.rub.slunce dtendue) of Descartes. The first, like the latter two, will be able in a
second step to free itself from ontology in order to be written in a

mathcme. Thinking substance has been profoundly modified by

psvchoanalysis while extended substance correspolrds to the mathematised

space o[ Physics.23
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in the first session of Seminar )()(, talking about the space of jouissance

bef<rre a no doubt dumbfounded audience. He defined this space as a
clc>sed and limited part of real space, i.e. as a compact space. Compactness

is a property which allows an (enumerable) infinite to be reduced to a

finitc: if the compact space is covered by an infrnite number of open sets,

it is pc>ssible to extract a frnite sub-coverage from it. Women being 'not-
all',1a an infinity would be needed for a firarl to cover the space of his

joui.s.rance. But if a finite number can be extracted from it, then it becomes

pr>ssiblc for women to be counted one by one..., thus founding the myth
of don fuan!2s

'l'hus relations between infrnite and finite, accessible and

inaccessible, open and closed sets atre at the heart of the question of
.ioui.s.sanrc from the very beginning and display a'convergence' between
topology and analysis.26

T'he topology which is convergent with the analytic experience is

that of the continuum which had been ?f,i enigma for Cantor
throughout his life. Cantor's work delineated the local structure of the

continuum linked to the notion of limit on the one hand, ffid the problem
of thc cardinality of its totaliry on the other.27

Phallic jouissance (masculine and feminine) is hooked to the local
structure of the continuum while the other jouissance, more specifrcally

fleminine, rums to the undecidable question of its globality.
'l'he structure of the continuum at a local level is equivalent to the

principle of the encased segments (which is nothing other than the

cxtrapolation at rnfinity of the encasement of the Russian dolls).u This

principlc affirms that this encasernent converges to a point at infinity. This
point is called '^' by Lacar4- it is the point of focalisation of phallic jouissana,

thc point of inaccessibility of Zerro's paradox. Because of its infinitude,

.joui.s.rantv is a failure both for men and women in the sexual rapport:

"...rvhat Zeno hadn't seen is that the tortoise does not escape the destiny that
rvcighs on Achilles 

- 
its steps too gets shorter and shorter and it never

arrives at the limit either. It is on that basis rhat a ntrmber, any number
rvhatsoever, can be define4 if it is real. A number has a limit and it is to that

extcnd that it is infinite. It is quite clear that Achilles can only pass the
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tortoise 
- 

he cannot catch up with it. He only catches up with it at
infrnity".s

Lct's aftempt ro grasp the faality of this failure more precisely. Freud
savs it resorts to the physiological order. It is the pleasure principle _ as the
euardian of life 

- 
which stops jouisnnce totally accomplislung irs mortal

demand 
- 

to the point whercjouissancewould no longer oirq hrr"g lost the
supprrrt of the hvrrg body. Jouissaue _ because of the logical impossibility of
its accomplishment implied by the death drive _ rqpresents a real in which
psychoanalysis is interested. As a rual, jouissance can become matheme. As
inacccssib\e,jouissann is concemed by the matheme of the infinite in its most
complete representation i.e. that of the continuurn

What is it in the object of desire that makes the subject vacillate? It is,
savs r\lcibiades, something like the agalna a small box in the shape of a
silenus conaining other puny objects, encased as Russian dolls. For
,,\lcibiades, Socrates represents the agalma, and as object of desirer he is that
nothing that is enclosed in the last Russian doll encased to a finite number.3r

Phallic jouissance is therefore both positivised as regards that desire
rvhich is desire for nothin& a:rd posponed to the infinite because of its
logical impossibiliry. The compact space of phallic jouissance, closed and
limited part, could be represented by ttrat last silenus where the
cncasement of the agalmata seems to end.

But jouissance, because of its infinitude, implies the extrapolation of
thc encasements and the limit of the point .al. lfhen Lacan says that

.fouis.ranrc is a limit he says that this .a, is present in the part that man enjoys
llouif in the body of the Other 

- 
jouissance of an object which is always

pa:tral, in a Sadian notation.32
'l'he object a (not to be confounded with point .a) is the obiect rhat

the subiec enjoys V*i4 in the body of the Orher.33 ti ,tro encapsulates
the point 'a', limit point, point .at infrnity, on which phallic jouissance is
focalised.

The Other jouissance
'l'hc strucure of the continuum not locally this time, but in its qpatial
gl<>bality, introduces us ro the other way to enioy It*irou the Other. To keep
the image of the Russian dolls, that continuo* ,pr.. would coffespond to a
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space of jouixancv obained this time through an encasernent of Russian dolls

thc othcr way round i.e. that of the indefrnite amplification without limit. The
jouit.santv linlied to it is what that Lacart called not-all, the supplemerrtary

.fouil.sunca that aworran feels without kno'wing it. She does not know arrything

about it as she cannot say anything about it apatt from the fact that she feels

it.3* ,,\s a spealiing being she accesses 
- 

as a man 
- 

phaltic jouissance but her

ioui.t.sunrc is not all phallic.
'l'he space that represents that not-all of jouissance is an open space

(not necessarily infrnite) and therefore not compact as opposed to phallic
joui.s.rance. It is not-all insofar as it does not contain limits. That makes it
Fundamentally different from Cantor's representation of the transfinites as

he progressed precisely by the successive addition of limits that allowed

him to pass beyond them each time. Indeed we know that Cantor did not
stop ^t the continuum as his construction progressed. By means of
limiting successively classes of ordinals Cantor intended to attain ever

Seater ordinals. He did not thereby encounter a problem of undecidability

(^. hc did regarding the place of the continuum in the suite of the

ordinals) but of inconsistency with the paradox of the biggest

transfinite.3s

l,acatt did not follow Cantor's constnrction whereby the latter was

conr-inced that the continuum took the second position in the series of
cardinals (c=?1, hypothesis of the continuum): since Cohen (1963) we

knorv that the continuum could just as validly be supposed to be 
- 

in an

appropriate axiomatic 
- 

the biggest of the transfinites.

,\nalytic experience shows that it is the fantasy that limits, that
b<>unds jouirance. Thus the absence of a limit to feminine jouissance rs

pcrceivcd from the point of view of masculine fantasy, zs a lack that the

fantasy could suture with the object 'a'.Irr fact the not-a)ljouissance of the

woman does not lean on the fantasy as phallic jouissaruce does, but refers to
the tundamental incompleteness of the Other as treasure of the signifier.
Lircan *'ritcs this incompleteness S(+), signifrer of the lack in the Other,
n lrich cntails that whenever there is a question of a gaarantee of truth or a

closurc of signification, the not-all is at the heart of the symbolic.
licmirunc .jouissance is that jouissance which could only be fulfilled by this

limit, by an Other of the Other 
- 

and is as such always a suspended
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.jouil.runn.'lhe jouissafice of a woman (in that sense that "The woman does

not exist" asLacan maintains), is that which would fulfill the Othe\ or at
least that is what glves the idea of its completeness. MysticalT'auissance en

rajtport rvith God.36
'Ilrat there would be ajouissance of the Other, ensr:red beyond S(,{), by

an ()ther of the Other which would guarantee its consistency is the belief
that (.antor repeatedly demonstrates whenever he adds a limit to what is not-
all. [iach breakthrough that he made bore witness to this will to plug holes by
completing them with limits, only to pass beyond them agatn This is
pr<>bably the reason why Lacan did not value the inconsistency of the

ordinals as not-all 
- 

in the sense of the not-all of the Other S(A) cannot be

situated in a place that pretends to have passed it for it represents arr

incompleteness which is structurally impossible to go beyond!

The question of the One
l)cspite lirege's exhortations Cantor did not situate the question of the

sct's uniry from the point of view of the logic of his time. His concem \il/as

rather philosophical, Plato and Aristotle being his interlocutors. It seems

that Cantor adopted at the sarne time two philosophical positions which
wcrc rir-als in the Antiquity: that of the One of totality as stated by the
l,]lcatics and the distributive unity proper to each individuals as taught by
;\ristotle. Consequently Cantor linked the explanation of the One of the

set to the Aristotelian idea of organism (i.e. the unity of the body), and, at

thc same time, authorized himself to speak of the set of all ordinals which
is cquivalent to the whole universe since for him transfinite numbers

covered all things that exist.

f'he idea of the one of the organism is linked to the unity of the

body and founds the One on the body. La;cart distanced himself from this:

the One of the signifier precedes the One of the body according toLacan.
I.'ranqois Regnault deduced from this that the doctrine of the number is
subordinated to that of the signifier: "It seems that the doctrine of the

sigrifier r-ia its formula Y a d'lUn, goes as far as possible in the

assumption of the preceding diffrculties. That it situates itself at the point
from rvhich it can get them a11".37
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Frangois Regnault shows that the doctdne of the signifier obiects to

both thc dogmatism of 'o.ly the One is' and to the positivism of a

stratified distribution of types of ones.
'l'he dogmatism of the One of the whole is refuted by the fact that

thcre is, for Lacan, no metalmgr€e, or that there is no Other of the

Other. Consequently the Whole cannot make One, having no extemal

point to designate it. This Lacan writes S(,{)' the Other cannot be

globaliscd, or 'the Other does not exist' (in the sarne sense that "the
Woman does not exist").

'I'he second point (the positivism of a stratified distribution of the

oncs) does not hold because it is opposed to the fact that the only pnmary

uniry is that of the signifrer and that each signifier is one amongst others.

T'here is no possible hierarchy or stratification amongst signifrers as was

thc case in the scholastics between gender and species.

We can see that the ftst point drags outside of language the
'lerrnclo-Fraenkel axiomatic which subsumes set theory into a formal
language in which a totality of language is given. The second point refutes

the solution given by Russell's theory of types.

I f the signifier unifres the body, w€ also know that it makes it a

fragmented body as well, as proven by the hystedcal symPtoms. The unity

of the body leans on three sides. As thinking substance on the signifier, as

cxtcnded substance on the mirror image, and also as jouissanre-substance.

Sincc Schreber we know that the unity of the body also depends on the

rvav that a subject gathers itself around a jouissance. Phallic jouissance as

centered on the point as limit, or feminine jouissanea sent back to an

inaccessible infrnite, that of the not-all. The sigmfier One as signifier of
thc unity of the body and signifier of jouissance, ts the signifier of a

problematic existence, an existence extracted from inexistence, which

escapcs existence unless it is caught by a letter, by a symbol.
.l'his is why Frege's elaboration of the construction of natural

numbers was of interest to Ltcan the year of his Seminar during which he

repcated Y a d'lUn Frege attributed the symbl zero to what does not
cxist, and defrned the number One from there.3e Lacan commented upon

this construction, saying that the signifier One is the signifier of
incxistence.*o It is the signifier of the jouissance of the Other 

- 
if that

t
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.iouil;vnce existed 
- 

which founds the number One (and the ones of
repctition at the sarne ti-.).

Sr>, Cantor continued to follow the veins of the struchrre; after the

construction of real numbers, after having demonstrated the distinction
benveen the two infrnites (enumerable and continuous) and after having
elabr>rated the transfrnite numbers theory, Cantor stopped and wondered
horv a set 

- 
even a finite ssf 

- 
holds together, how it makes One. That

old question of existence and unity: Lacan thought it could only be

resolr,cd through logic and writing.
'l'he signifier One is the signifrer of jouissance.For the subiect it is a

signifier, one amongst others, which will represent him/her as LrL

organism; and it is this signifier, noted S, by Lacan, which will be at the
origine of the way that signifiers come to affect the body. As master

signifier in the subject's destiny it is a" signifier to be handled with
prccaution*r: for Cantor that signifrer was Erfolg the success that his

father, in an unbridled ambition, expected his son to fulfrll. Each time this

success was close to becoming a rcdity, Cantor went to pieces. He was

pinned dor,vn by that signifrer without being able to be represented to
another signifier. S, is the signifrer of the One alone, detached from the

sigufying chain and barurer of the subject's unity. It is totally remarkable

that aftu his first depression, the question that Cantor formulated and was

preoccupied by precisely concemed this unity. This question permitted
him tr> avoid for ten years a new encounter with his own S, which
imposed itself as arl unbearable real because, due to his psychotic

structure, it was not registered as a semblance.

Rv contrast, a neurotic subiect even if s/he isolates a master signifier
through the analytic ioumey in a moment of 'pass', will not perceive it as a

real but as a semblance 
- 

the reason why this isolation can be liberating.
'l'his moment of encounter with a signifieq 51, which separates the subject

from the signi$ring chain, was compared by Lacan to the experience of
the (.artesian cogito in which dl acquired knowledge is suspended.a2 From
this point on, accumulated subiective signifrcations can be unburdened

and a new knowledge can elaborate itself.
(,antor's experience is not ao example of an analytic 'pass'. The

temporality was even reversed regarding the clgrtl, as the symbolic
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breakthrough was ensued by the triggering of his psychosis; the Cartesian

methoclic doubt which confronts the patanoiac mornent of a

misleading 'evil genius'- precedes the moment of the clgttl, the mornent

of separation which opens onto a new knowledge (in the seminal case of

l)escartes, that of modem science which freed itself from the weight of
schc>lastic knowledge).

Nevertheless, the discovery of the transfinites in its simplicity and its

<>bviousness, is taken by Lacan as an example of a knowledge which

secmed to wait in the rea!, a knowledge not yet known which takes

c<rnsistency thank to the tenaciry of a desire.o3 This is why when Lzcatt

prepared the procedure of the pass 
- 

which offers to the analysand who

has become analyst, to testifr of his/her moment of breakthrough 
- 

for

his School, he takes the example of Cantor to show that a truthful

crossing comes with al invention of knowledge without which the

crossing-of-the-fantasy will be short lived if not ephemeral, md without

real conseq.rences.*

'l'ranslated by Vincent Dachy and Philip Dravers
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